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Bob The Cube is an action platformer game. He is not a typical gamer, but a famous cube. His
girlfriend was kidnapped and you have to complete all the levels to rescue her. You have to go

through 15 unique 3D and 2.5D levels in 5 different worlds. In each level you can challenge
yourself to complete the level in time or to explore and complete the level 100%. Bob The Cube is

simple and fun to play. However, it is also challenging Controls: "WASD" or "Arrow" keys to
move "Q" and "E" to rotate camera "Space" or "J" to jump "L" to attack "K" to grab/throw and

push objects Game is perfect for speedrunners Steam Leaderboards in the future! Trading cards are
created and can be activated in the future About The Game: Bob The Cube: Bob The Cube is an

action platformer game. He is not a typical gamer, but a famous cube. His girlfriend was kidnapped
and you have to complete all the levels to rescue her. You have to go through 15 unique 3D and

2.5D levels in 5 different worlds. In each level you can challenge yourself to complete the level in
time or to explore and complete the level 100%. Bob The Cube is simple and fun to play. However,

it is also challenging Trading cards are created and can be activated in the future About Bob The
Cube: Bob The Cube is a 3D platformer game. Bob the Cube is a 3D platformer game. Bob's

girlfriend was kidnapped and you have to complete all the levels to rescue her. You have to go
through 15 unique 3D and 2.5D levels in 5 different worlds. In each level you can challenge

yourself to complete the level in time or to explore and complete the level 100%. Bob The Cube is
simple and fun to play. However, it is also challenging About Bob The Cube: Bob The Cube is a
3D platformer game. Bob the Cube is a 3D platformer game. Bob's girlfriend was kidnapped and
you have to complete all the levels to rescue her. You have to go through 15 unique 3D and 2.5D
levels in 5 different worlds. In each level you can challenge yourself to complete the level in time

or to explore and complete the level 100%. About Bob The Cube: Bob
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Features Key:
Host a game event with special guests.

Promote idol games in multiple countries.
Guide a new series of idol fever.

Would you like to be our Guiding Star?
Story that changes your life!
In this game, how you make your life deeper
is the game!
So run to the theater to help your idol life better! 

*Do you want to be the Guiding Star? The following are tokens… *Do you want to be the Guiding Star? The following are
tokens you can be use in the game. (Surviving condition points vary per token.) 

 Base : 1  Max. Level : 20   Speed increase : 2  Experience points : 100   Passive Attack Increase : 1   PAL and
Nippon Versions will be available in designated regions only. 
Good luck! 
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